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Fish Passage 
Prioritization Study

SRFN is interested in understanding the status of fish passage barriers and fish 
habitat quality in the Swan River watershed

Image: Alberta Conservation Association

Importance of Arctic Grayling
• A traditional resource
• Listed as species of special concern in Alberta
• Require stream connectivity to reach overwinter 

habitat, spawning sites, feeding grounds and 
thermal refuges during ice-out

Impacts
• Seasonal migrations patterns are altered by 

impassable road crossings structures
• Changes to riparian vegetation,  erosion and 

sedimentation alter habitat suitability
• Water temperature and water quality are 

degraded
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Study objectives

1. Review and compile information and data provided by the ACA on road crossings 
within the Swan River watershed study area (Hurkett and Redman 2016);

2. Focusing on the restoration of ecosystems supporting Arctic grayling populations 
and protection of stream water quality, create an inventory of priority stream 
crossings for remediation; and

3. For each of the identified priority stream crossings, provide recommendations for 
remediation methods and follow-up monitoring plans.

Funding awarded in 2017-18 to Swan River First Nation 
from AFSAR (Aboriginal Fund for Species At Risk) - DFO
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Source Data - Swan River Watershed Stream Crossing Assessment Catalogue
Hurkett and Redman 2016 (ACA)
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Aspects of culverts that influence fish passage include:
• Presence of an outlet gap (distance from the bottom of the culvert to the stream 

surface)
• Presence and depth of an in-stream scour pool at the outlet (although this may assist 

poor jumpers in navigating a large outlet gap)
• High water velocities that result from constriction of the stream channel and sloped 

culverts
• Overly long culverts that require extended swimming time, especially where they 

contain no eddies or pools that may act as resting area (ACA 2016, MacPherson 2011)

Government of Alberta
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Barrier score considerations

Full Barrier Potential Barrier No Barrier

Outlet gap ≥ 0.6 m Outlet gap < 0.6 m Outlet not perched

OR OR Culvert slope even and level

Pool depth < 1.25 times outlet 
gap height

Sloped culvert 
observed

Barrier score = 0 Barrier score = 0.5 Barrier score = 1
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Methods

1. Data quality control - verification of survey details against photos, verification of 
stream crossing locations against stream network, identification and removal of 
non-fluvial crossings, run analysis with and without crossings unassessed in 2015

2. GIS: crossings snapped to stream network, associate our barrier database, use 
Barrier Analysis Tool (BAT1) to generate select prioritization input variables (BARID, 
DSID, USHAB, snapped coordinates)

3. Estimate a barrier score for each crossing based on ACA crossing metrics, beaver 
activity at site, and culvert damage (state of repair)

4. Prioritize stream crossing remediation using the OptiPass2 model with defined 
input parameter values and crossing barrier scores.

1BAT was developed in support of North East US Connectivity Project through a partnership with the Nature Conservancy’s Eastern 
US Freshwater Program

2OptiPass is a purpose-made optimization-based platform for carrying out barrier mitigation planning and analysis (O’Hanley 2017) 
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Input Description

BARID Unique crossing ID 
REGION Disposition holder of crossing
DSID Next downstream barrier (NA when terminus), 

determined by GIS analysis
USHAB Net upstream habitat gain, determined by GIS 

analysis
PREPASS Passability of crossing prior to remediation
NPROJ The number of mitigation projects at each site, not 

used here
POSTPASS Expected passability at the barrier following 

mitigation, not used here
COST The cost of mitigating a barrier, held constant here

OptiPass input values 

PREPASS = barrier score*beaver activity*culvert damage penalty
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Two examples of perched outlets and associated scour pools in the 
Swan River watershed. These crossings were assessed as a potential 
barrier (left panel; Crossing 387) and a full barrier (right panel; 
Crossing 226).

Images: Hurkett & Redman 2016
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Two examples of crossings assessed as having high and 
unsatisfactory sedimentation in 2015. Sedimentation and erosion 
can be an issue on the upstream inlet (left; Crossing 214) and on 
the downstream outlet (right; Crossing 624).

Images: Hurkett & Redman 2016
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Results
● 778 km of upstream habitat that could become 

accessible if 169 crossings are remediated.
● Almost 50% of this habitat could be made accessible if 

only the top 20 crossings were remediated (i.e., 
diminishing returns).

● Remember, no consideration of upstream habitat quality 
or remediation cost in this prioritization (YET…).

● Crossings with high or unsatisfactory levels of 
sedimentation, including washouts, were most common 
high in the watershed (south).

● Beaver activity affecting crossings were more common in 
the mid-watershed.

● Less sedimentation and beaver activity in the lower 
watershed (north).

● Remediation suggestions include both repair and 
potential removal of crossings.



Next steps:

Remediation is ongoing and prioritization can be iterative within this 
framework.

The remediation prioritization can be further improved with 
additional information on cost of remediation and assessments of 

habitat quality in the Swan River Watershed 



Arctic Grayling Fish 
Habitat Study

Study objective

● To train SRFN members to conduct fish habitat surveys.
● To assess the quality of Arctic grayling habitat in the Swan River watershed at 

prioritized road crossings.

Ideally, this will be completed for all fluvial (i.e. flowing with defined banks) 
watercourses in the watershed (i.e., a census approach), but was prioritized for certain 
locations in the watershed due to this year’s program capacity and funding.

Funding awarded in 2020 to Swan River First Nation from 
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC)
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2020 Habitat Quality assessments
• Habitat Survey
• Road Crossing Assessment
• Temperature monitoring stations
• Discharge measurements
• Visual survey for upstream habitat characterization

Images: Graham 2020



• Environmental field sampling experience
• Introduction of 2 TK (Traditional knowledge)  sites
• Data collection for oncoming years

SRFN community involvement

Images: Graham 2020



• Confident local sampling team
• Expand survey to additional sites in the watershed
• Identify crossings or conditions that have changed since the 

2015 ACA crossing survey
• Use the collected information to refine and update the 

prioritization analysis. 
• Expand fish habitat condition surveys in the watershed more 

broadly.

Moving forward
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